
PRUNING SAW WITH HOLSTER

Professional curved pruning saw with extremely sharp 3-edge toothing. Supplied with our new 2-component handle and holster.

Artikelkod

232H14PS 14 350 mm 10x 14 t.p.i. 0,35 7392746444310

L H
T



Extension pole with a patented locking device. Oval tube in aluminium extendable from 2 meters up to 4 meters. 2-piece soft grip 
handle for comfortable grip. The low weight facilitates handling and reduces risk for work injuries. Fits our models with tubular 
handle, 133, 233 and 350.

Artikelkod

400EX    
550EX

4M mm    
5,5M mm

10x    
10x

1,45    
2,2

7392746444525    
7392746444655

L H
T



PRUNING SAW WITH HOLSTER

A specially developed pruning saw with extra thin blade, only 0,80mm thick. The thin blade in combination with a extra fine 3 
edge-toothing offers a superb cutting experience. Supplied with holster. Set and hardened.

Artikelkod

344H10PS 10 250 mm 10x 8 t.p.i 0,61 7392746444679
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FOLDABLE PRUNING SAW

A foldable pruning saw. The handle can be fixed in 3 different angles for most efficient sawing and comfortable grip. The 3-edge 
teeth are precision ground all the way from the top to the bottom. The saw blade has a hollow ground finish which ejects saw 
dust and reduces friction during sawing. Supplied with hard-point finish. 6 teeth per inch.

Artikelkod

345-34 10 250 mm 10x 6 t.p.i 7392746444686
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PRUNING SAW WITH HOLSTER

A specially developed pruning saw with a 2-component handle. The blade has hollow ground finish which ejects saw dust and 
reduces friction during sawing. The 3-edge teeth are precision ground all the way from the top (tip) down to the bottom (gullet). 
The rounded narrow nose, makes it easy to reach into tight spaces, without damaging the bark. Supplied in hard point finish.

Artikelkod

343H10PS    
343H12PS

10    
12

250 mm    
300 mm

10x    
10x

10 t.p.i.    
10 t.p.i.

0,27    
0,28

7392746444372    
7392746444389
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PRUNING SAW WITH WOOD HANDLE

Pruning saw with curved blade. Comfortable and strong beech-wood handle. Comes with a newly designed 3-edge toothing 
offering a superb cutting performance and a very smooth cut.

Artikelkod

232H14 14 350 mm 10x 14 t.p.i. 0,23 7392746422141
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PRUNING SAW WITH TUBULAR HANDLE

Pruning saw with curved blade and tubular handle. Comes with a newly designed 3-edge toothing offering a superb cutting per-
formance and a very smooth cut. Can be hand-held or mounted onto an extension pole.  

Artikelkod

233H14 14 350 mm 10x 14 t.p.i. 0,25 7392746423148
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PRUNING SAW WITH UMBRELLA HANDLE

Pruning saw with curved blade and a comfortable umbrella handle. Comes with a newly designed 3-edge toothing offering a 
superb cutting performance and a very smooth cut.

Artikelkod

233H14U 14 350 mm 10x 14 t.p.i. 0,23 7392746423162
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STRAIGHT PRUNING SAW WITH WOOD HANDLE

Pruning saw with 3-edge toothed blade, hollow ground finish and comfortable strong beach-wood handle. Hardpoint finish.

Artikelkod

143H12 12 300 mm 10x 12 t.p.i. 0,19 7392746443122
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STRAIGHT PRUNING SAW WITH UMBRELLA HANDLE

Pruning saw with 3-edge toothed blade, hollow ground finish. Delivered with comfortable umbrella handle. Hardpoint finish.

Artikelkod

143H12U 12 300 mm 10x 12 t.p.i. 0,19 7392746443153
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PRUNING SAW SAMURAI

Professional model with specially ground teeth which gives a superb cutting performance and a very smooth cut. Hook at front 
end prevents the blade from sliding out of the kerf. The handle is also provided with a push knife to clear small branches or to 
make a sharp cut in the bark.

Artikelkod

350LH 14 350 mm 10x 0,34 7392746450144
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